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Abstract
Hypernormal forms (unique normal forms, simplest normal forms) are investigated both
from the standpoint of foundational theory and algorithms suitable for use with computer
algebra. The Baider theory of the Campbell–Hausdorff group is reﬁned, by a study of its
subgroups, to determine the smallest substages into which the hypernormalization process can
be divided. This leads to a linear algebra algorithm to compute the generators needed for each
substage with the least amount of work. A concrete interpretation of Jan Sanders’ spectral
sequence for hypernormal forms is presented. Examples are given, and a proof is given for a
little-known theorem of Belitskii expressing the hypernormal form space (in the inner product
style) as the kernel of a higher-order differential operator.
r 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The research described here began as an attempt to give a concrete description of
the Sanders spectral sequence for hypernormal forms (also known as unique normal
forms and simplest normal forms) for systems of differential equations at a rest
point. This called for a reﬁnement of Baider’s discussion of the Campbell–Hausdorff
group (of Lie-theoretic generators of coordinate transformations), and it gradually
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became clear that certain subquotients of this group (referred to as Fjk below), which
are also vector spaces, play an important role in hypernormal form theory. Each Fjk
represents a small space of coordinate transformations that carry out a speciﬁc part
of the simpliﬁcation process, and there is a speciﬁc order in which these spaces of
transformations can be applied without interfering with each other (that is, no
transformation modiﬁes terms that have already been simpliﬁed). There is no
overlap or redundancy between the simpliﬁcations achieved by the different Fjk:
There exists a simple algorithm (a modiﬁcation of row reduction of matrices, suitable
for computer algebra use) that constructs bases for Fjk: Thus it is possible to break
the hypernormalization process (for any speciﬁc system) into its smallest parts and
obtain a minimal set of generators that will be needed to accomplish each part,
making the entire process more transparent.
This paper is a self-contained development of hypernormal form theory. There are
two sections of general background theory, including Baider’s theory and its
reﬁnement (Section 2) and the linear algebra algorithm (Section 3). This is followed
by four sections presenting various ways to organize the calculations for
hypernormalization: Baider’s original hypernormalization process and an associated
(new) spectral sequence (Section 4), Sanders’ spectral sequence (Section 5), and the
reﬁned process using Fjk (Section 6), and a simpliﬁcation that works when the linear
part is semisimple or has nontrivial semisimple part (Section 7). Sections 8 and 9
contains two examples, which are not new but are treated in new ways; new
calculations should become possible with these methods, but probably will require
computer algebra (and therefore must be carried out by other researchers having the
necessary skills and interest). The methods of these sections are applicable to any
‘‘style’’ of hypernormal form (that is, any choice of complementary spaces to the
spaces of removable terms).
Section 10 is somewhat different from the rest of the paper. It focuses on a speciﬁc
style, the inner product hypernormal form style, and includes the proof of an old
theorem by Belitskii establishing that the inner product hypernormal spaces are
kernels of higher-order differential operators; the theorem is stated in a recent paper
[10] by Belitskii summarizing older work, but the proof does not seem to be available
in English. The section concludes with a conjecture about a generalization of Stanley
decompositions for (extended partial) hypernormal forms, illustrated by an example.
The principle link between this section and the rest of the paper is the notion of
extended partial hypernormal form, introduced in Section 5; it is only this type of
hypernormal form that can be expected to exhibit interesting mathematical structure
along the lines of Stanley decompositions, and, conversely, unless such structures
exist there is little reason to consider extended partial hypernormal forms. The
primary purpose of the section is to suggest questions for further research.
Consider a vector ﬁeld v deﬁned in a neighborhood of the origin in Rn or Cn;
having a rest point at the origin. Such a vector ﬁeld may be expanded in a (usually
divergent) power series of the form
v ¼ v0 þ v1 þ v2 þ? ; ð1:1Þ
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where v0ðxÞ ¼ Ax is the linear term (A being an n  n matrix) and vi is a homogenous
polynomial vector ﬁeld of grade i; that is, degree i þ 1: According to the Borel–Ritt
theorem, formal power series (of scalar or vector ﬁelds) correspond to equivalence
classes of smooth ﬁelds modulo ﬂat ﬁelds (those whose derivatives of all orders
vanish at the origin), so it is entirely legitimate to work with formal power series
vector ﬁelds here. Normal form theory (by which we mean both ‘‘classical’’ normal
form theory and its extension, hypernormal form theory) is concerned with bringing
(1.1) into an ‘‘acceptable form’’ (in some sense), often thought of as ‘‘simplest
possible’’ form, although such a notion is not well deﬁned. We assume throughout
this paper that v0 is already in an acceptable form, without imposing any
requirements on what this form may be. (It could be, for instance, Jordan canonical
form, real canonical form, Frobenius form, or one of the canonical forms for linear
Hamiltonian systems.) We then focus on normalizing v1; v2;y .
In this paper, we carry out a systematic study of the structure of hypernormal
forms, extending the groundwork laid by Alberto Baider and his co-authors in the
important series of papers [3–8]. Jan Sanders has recently developed an approach to
the subject based on the notion of spectral sequences [19,20]. His spectral sequence
(as well as another, simpler one) will appear in a natural way in our treatment,
without any dependence on homological algebra. An unpublished exposition of the
Sanders spectral sequence by Richard Churchill [12] was very helpful in the
development of this paper. From our point of view here, these spectral sequences are
somewhat of a side issue and merely serve as a way of ‘‘packaging’’ the results that
have already been obtained. In Sanders’ approach the spectral sequence plays the
leading role and is obtained by applying homological algebra directly.
Since Lie theory has come to be recognized as the best way of handling the near-
identity transformations used in normalization, it is natural to pose the problem in
the more general setting of a graded Lie algebra. This allows immediate application
to problems such as the normalization of a one-parameter family of matrices AðeÞ
(expanded as a formal power series A0 þ eA1 þ?), or to the normalization of a
Hamiltonian system (working directly with the Hamiltonian rather than the vector
ﬁeld). So we begin with a Lie algebra
V ¼
YN
i¼0
Vi ð1:2Þ
with elements written as in (1.1), with viAVi: For convenience we will continue to
refer to such elements as vector fields, thinking of the primary application. (The use
of direct product in (1.2), rather than direct sum, means there is no requirement that
(1.1) contain only ﬁnitely many nonzero terms.) Each Vi is a ﬁnite-dimensional
vector space; the ﬁeld of scalars is generally taken to be R; but this is not essential.
The Lie bracket satisﬁes
½Vi; Vj CViþj
and as usual we write
ðad vÞw ¼ ½v; w:
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In the case of actual vector ﬁelds, it does not matter whether the bracket is deﬁned as
v0ðxÞwðxÞ 
 w0ðxÞvðxÞ (where 0 is the matrix of partial derivatives) or as the
commutator bracket of the differential operators v X and w X; although these
brackets are the negatives of each other, because we are primarily concerned with the
kernel of ad v; which does not depend upon the choice. Of course when computing a
speciﬁc problem it is necessary to make the choice clear. (Although the issue seems
trivial, each choice has consequences, such as certain maps being homomorphisms or
anti-homomorphisms. See [18] for further discussion.)
In Lie theory the transformations to be applied to elements of V are represented
by their generators, which are elements g of the subset GCV deﬁned by
G ¼
YN
i¼1
Vi: ð1:3Þ
These generators form a group (with nonabelian binary operation ; see Section 2)
that acts on V according to
g  v ¼ expðad gÞv ¼ v þ ½g; v þ 1
2
½g; ½g; v þ 1
6
½g; ½g; ½g; v þ? : ð1:4Þ
(The deﬁnition of G excludes V0 because otherwise g  v would fail the primary
requirement of operations on formal power series, which is that each grade be
computable in a ﬁnite number of steps.) For a complete introduction to this form of
Lie theory, see [17], where it is referred to as format 2b (out of ﬁve ‘‘formats’’ for
handling near-identity transformations).
An essential part of any approach to normal form theory is to ﬁnd some way of
breaking the normalization problem into a sequence of smaller parts. The idea is to
achieve a certain amount of simpliﬁcation using one reasonably small set of
generators, then go on to another set, arranging things in such a way that the second
step does not disrupt the results of the ﬁrst, and so on. Pursuing this idea leads to an
investigation of subgroups, quotient groups, and subquotients (quotients of
subgroups) of G: Subgroups are the natural classes of generators to use at various
stages; quotients arise to express ambiguities in the generators (when the result of
applying a generator depends only on the coset to which the generator belongs).
Keeping track of the effect of a class (or subquotient) of generators is best done
through the notion of removable space, a subspace of terms removable from a given
vector ﬁeld by the use of a class of generators. This also leads to a natural quotient
construction, this time the quotient of one of the vector spaces Vi by a removable
subspace.
Let pi : V-Vi be the natural projection map (so that piðvÞ ¼ vi). If piðvÞ ¼ 0 for
ioj; we write v ¼ Oj (‘‘v is of order j’’). (This does not imply vja0:) If gAG; vAV ;
and g  v ¼ v þ Ok; we say that ‘‘g targets grade k in v’’. This means that g can be
used to modify vk without affecting lower order terms in v: (Again, this does not
imply that g actually changes vk:) For positive integers jpk; deﬁne
GjkðvÞ ¼ fgAG : g ¼ Oj and g  v ¼ v þ Okg: ð1:5Þ
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Thus GjkðvÞ is the set of generators g ¼ gj þ?þ gk þ? beginning with grade j that
target grade k in v: If gAGjkðvÞ; then
g  v ¼ v0 þ?þ vk
1
þ ðvk þ ½gj ; vk
j þ ½gjþ1; vk
j
1 þ?þ ½gk; v0Þ þ Okþ1: ð1:6Þ
Notice that the effect of g on vk depends only on gj þ?þ gk and v0 þ?þ vk
j ;
and that the change in vk (but not the ‘‘new value’’ of vk) depends linearly on these.
(This is in contrast to the overall effect of g on v; since the change in higher-order
terms of v is distinctly nonlinear in g because of the iterated brackets that appear in
view of (1.4).) Also the action of GjkðvÞ on Vk (as opposed to its action on all of V ) is
abelian. For all of these reasons, the action of the nonabelian group GjkðvÞ on Vk can
be replaced by an action of the abelian group (and vector space)
GjkðvÞ ¼ fgAG : g ¼ gj þ?þ gk and g  v ¼ v þ Okg: ð1:7Þ
Although GjkðvÞ is a subset of GjkðvÞ; it is not a subgroup. The group operation in
GjkðvÞ is þ; not : (GjkðvÞ is not closed under :) The simpliﬁed group action is valid
only in the target grade; after choosing a generator in GjkðvÞ that achieves the desired
effect in the target grade, the uncontrolled change in the higher grades must be
computed using the original action  :
It is sometimes convenient to use a different indexing of these subgroups. Set
c ¼ k 
 j and deﬁne
GckðvÞ ¼ Gk
c;kðvÞ ð1:8Þ
and similarly for GckðvÞ: In this notation, the change in vk produced by gk
c þ?þ
gk is ½gk
c; vc þ?þ ½gk; v0: This change depends on the c-jet of v; that is, v0 þ
?þ vc; and we say that g has lag c; since its leading term gk
c lags c steps behind its
target grade k: The fact that the c-jet of v interacts with a generator of lag c is easily
remembered by the mnemonic ‘‘jet lag’’.
Any attempt to reduce vector ﬁelds to simplest form clearly calls for a discussion
of what is ‘‘simplest’’. The ﬁrst step here is to ask what is actually possible.
According to (1.6), the effect of gAGckðvÞ on vk is to increment it by ½gk
c; vc þ
?þ ½gk; v0: For ﬁxed v0 þ?þ vc; the set of such increments is a linear subspace
RckðvÞCVk called the removable space of GckðvÞ: The notation RjkðvÞ will also be used.
(The terminology is due to Baider, who considered only maximum lag c ¼ k 
 1: It
reﬂects the fact that any element of RckðvÞ can be subtracted from vk; as well as
added. Traditionally, normalization has been regarded as removing unwanted
terms.) Notice that
R0kðvÞCR1kðvÞC?CRk
1k ðvÞ: ð1:9Þ
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If Cck is any complement to R
c
kðvÞ; so that
Vk ¼ RckðvÞ"Cck; ð1:10Þ
then it is possible to ﬁnd a generator that moves vk into C
c
k: (We avoid writing C
c
kðvÞ;
because this space is not uniquely determined by v as are GckðvÞ and RckðvÞ:) Choice of
Cck is called (following [17]) choice of a hypernormal form style. In the original theory
of Baider, and in Section 4 of this paper, only the complementary spaces Ck
1k ¼ C1k
of maximal lag appear. In the extended theories of Sections 5 and 6, any reasonable
choice of styles must be subject to the constraint (compare (1.9)) that
C0k*C
1
k*?*C
k
1
k ð1:11Þ
expressing the fact that each reﬁnement of the normalization of grade k must
preserve the normalization already achieved. The only currently existing systematic
hypernormal form style is the inner product style, deﬁned by putting an inner product
on each Vk and choosing
Cck ¼ RckðvÞ>: ð1:12Þ
This is actually a collection of styles, one for each choice of inner product, but for
(actual) vector ﬁelds the natural inner product is the one already used in the inner
product normal form style (see [17]). Any inner product normal form style
automatically satisﬁes (1.12).
It is clear that various quotients of vector spaces will play an important role in this
paper. We take the following point of view towards such quotients. If UCV are
vector spaces, the quotient V=U can be effectively computed by ﬁnding a basis
u1;y; ur for U ; together with an extension u1;y; ur; v1;y; vs of that basis to V :
This is equivalent to choosing a basis for U and a basis for a subspace C
complementary to U (so that V ¼ U"C). The projection map V-V=U applied to
an element a1u1 þ?þ arur þ b1v1 þ?þ bsvs allows a1;y; ar to become arbitrary,
forming a coset in V modulo U : Another way to ‘‘suppress’’ a1;y; ar is to delete
them; this gives the projection of V to C deﬁned by the direct sum. Since V=U is
isomorphic to C; we write
C ¼ V=U if U"C ¼ V ð1:13Þ
and say that V=U is an embedded copy or cross-section of V=U : (Clearly V=U is not
unique.) Another way to say this is that the short exact sequence
0-U-V-V=U-0 ð1:14Þ
splits, and a splitting map j : V=U-V ; which is a cross-section (or right inverse) of
the projection map, maps onto the embedded copy
V=U ¼ jðV=UÞ: ð1:15Þ
For example, Cck in (1.10) is an embedded copy of Vk=R
c
kðvÞ:
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2. Group theory
The ﬁrst step in the program outlined in the introduction is to recall the existence
of the group operation :
Lemma 1. There is a group operation  on G such that  becomes a group action of G
on V, that is,
ðg  hÞ  v ¼ g  ðh  vÞ:
The operation  is nonabelian, but is ‘‘approximately’’ equal to þ in the sense that if
g ¼ Op and h ¼ Oq; with p; qX1; then g  h ¼ g þ h þ Opþq: The identity element of
ðG; Þ is 0, and the inverse of g is 
g:
Proof. The fundamental fact, which will not be proved here, is that in the algebra of
formal power series in two noncommuting variables x and y (with real or complex
coefﬁcients), the series Wðx; yÞ ¼ logðexp x exp yÞ is a ‘‘Lie element’’, that is, it can
be expressed as a formal series of iterated commutator brackets in x and y; see [16, p.
89], [15, p. 86]. (Note that the constant term of exp x exp y is 1; the logarithm is then
deﬁned by the usual power series for logð1þ tÞ:) Applying this to x ¼ adðgÞ and
y ¼ adðhÞ in the algebra of endomorphisms of V gives expðadðgÞÞ expðadðhÞÞ ¼
exp WðadðgÞ; adðhÞÞ: Since W involves only Lie brackets, and since ad : V-EndðVÞ
is a Lie algebra homomorphism (the bracket in EndðVÞ being the commutator),
Wðg; hÞ is well deﬁned in V and adðWðg; hÞÞ ¼ WðadðgÞ; adðhÞÞ: (The series for
Wðg; hÞ has only ﬁnitely many terms in any given grade of V ; as required for
operations on formal series.) Now deﬁne g  h ¼ Wðg; hÞ: The ﬁrst few terms of g  h
are
g  h ¼ g þ h þ 1
2
½g; h þ 1
12
ð½½g; h; h þ ½g; ½g; hÞ þ? : ð2:1Þ
The following expression for g  h is given in [14]:
g  h ¼ g þ
Z 1
0
c½ðexp adðgÞÞðexp t adðhÞÞðhÞ dt
with cðzÞ ¼ z log z=ðz 
 1Þ: (The proof is given in a different context, the nongraded,
ﬁnite-dimensional Lie algebra of a Lie group, and the result is valid only for g; h in a
neighborhood of zero. In our context, O1 may be regarded as the neighborhood of
zero in V for which the formula holds.) All variations of this lemma are referred to
collectively as the Campbell–Baker–Hausdorff theorem. The ﬁrst use of this lemma
in normal form theory is apparently due to Baider and Churchill [5]. &
The next lemma computes the leading term of the increment in v produced by the
action of g:
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Lemma 2. If g  v ¼ v þ Ok then
g  v ¼ v þ
Xk
i¼1
½gi; vk
i þ Okþ1: ð2:2Þ
(The terms of the sum are all Ok:)
Proof. From (1.4), g  v 
 v ¼ ½g; v þ ð1
2
Þ½g; ½g; v þ? . Since ½Op;OqCOpþq and
gAO1; the ﬁrst nonzero term of ½g; ½g; v will be of higher grade than the ﬁrst nonzero
term of ½g; v: Thus the leading term of g  v 
 v coincides with the leading term of
½g; v: &
Recall that GjkðvÞ is deﬁned by (1.5).
Lemma 3. A generator g ¼ Oj belongs to GjkðvÞ if and only if the following equations
hold:
½gj; v0 ¼ 0;
½gj; v1 þ ½gjþ1; v0 ¼ 0;
^
½gj; vk
j
1 þ?þ ½gk
1; v0 ¼ 0: ð2:3Þ
If gAGjkðvÞ then (2.2) simplifies to
g  v ¼ v þ ½gj; vk
j  þ?þ ½gk; v0 þ Okþ1: ð2:4Þ
Proof. It is clear that a generator beginning in grade j produces no change in v at
grades lower than j: By repeated application of Lemma 2, the bracket expressions
occurring in (2.3) and (2.4) equal the terms of g  v 
 v from grade j up to the ﬁrst
nonvanishing grade. &
Deﬁne the mapping}v : GjkðvÞ  Vk-Vk by
g}vz þ ½gj ; vk
j  þ?þ ½gk; v0: ð2:5Þ
The notation}v is incomplete, because the target grade k must be understood from
the context. Notice that }v is an action of the abelian group ðGjkðvÞ;þÞ on Vk: It
will be shown below (Lemma 5) that GjkðvÞ is a subgroup of ðG; Þ; so that the same
set GckðvÞ carries two group operations, þ and ; one abelian and the other not;}v is
a portion of the full action  of ðGjkðvÞ; Þ on V giving the effect of this action on Vk
alone, but is best viewed as an action of the abelian group ðGjkðvÞ;þÞ or of its subset
ðGjkðvÞ;þÞ deﬁned in (1.7).
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Corollary 4. GjkðvÞ; also denoted GckðvÞ with c ¼ k 
 j; depends only on the c
 1 jet
v0 þ?þ vc
1 of v, and the action }v of GckðvÞ on Vk depends only on the c-jet
v0 þ?þ vc of v.
Lemma 5. GjkðvÞ is a subgroup of ðG; Þ:
Proof. If g; hAGjkðvÞ then g; h ¼ Oj so g  h ¼ Oj by (2.1). It remains to check that
ðg  hÞ  v ¼ v þ Ok: We have
ðg  hÞ  v 
 v ¼ g  ðh  vÞ 
 v
¼fg  ðh  vÞ 
 h  vg þ fh  v 
 vg:
Since hAGjkðvÞ; h  v 
 v ¼ Ok; so v and h  v have the same ðk 
 1Þ-jet and therefore
the same ðk 
 jÞ-jet. By Corollary 4, gAGjkðh  vÞ: It follows that both terms in
braces are Ok: &
The subgroups GjkðvÞ are nested as follows. (The dependence on v is suppressed.)
G11 * G12 * G13 * G14 * ?
, , ,
G22 * G23 * G24 * ?
, ,
G33 * G34 * ?
^
ð2:6Þ
The next two lemmas show that each subgroup in this diagram is a normal subgroup
of the subgroup immediately above it or to its left. (Groups linked by a chain of
inclusions are not normal subgroups.) The quotient groups (of adjacent groups in
either direction) are abelian, and are isomorphic to appropriate quotient groups of
the corresponding vector spaces Gjk deﬁned in (1.7), when these vector spaces are
regarded as groups under þ: (The quotient of two vector spaces is the same whether
they are regarded as vector spaces or abelian groups, so this distinction will not be
mentioned again.) Notice that Gj;kþ1ðvÞ is not a subset of GjkðvÞ; but applying the
projection
pjk ¼ pj þ?þ pk ð2:7Þ
(where pi : V-Vi is the natural projection deﬁned in the introduction)
gives pjkGj;kþ1ðvÞ; which is exactly the subspace of GjkðvÞ having no effect on Vk
under}v:
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Lemma 6. Gj;kþ1ðvÞ is a normal subgroup of GjkðvÞ: The quotient group is abelian, and
pjk : GjkðvÞ-GjkðvÞ induces an isomorphism
GjkðvÞ
Gj;kþ1ðvÞD
GjkðvÞ
pjkGj;kþ1ðvÞ:
Proof. The kernel of an action is always a normal subgroup. (It may be viewed as the
kernel of a group homomorphism into a permutation group.) Since pjk maps the
denominator of one quotient group into the denominator of the other, it induces a
homomorphism of the quotient groups; it is a monomorphism because any gAGjkðvÞ
with pjkðgÞApjkGj;kþ1ðvÞ already belongs to GjkðvÞ; and an epimorphism because pjk
is an epimorphism. &
The quotient groups described by Lemma 6 are the groups that ‘‘do the work’’ of
hypernormalization. In Baider’s theory, presented in Section 4 below, G1kðvÞ is used
to simplify the terms of grade k in v: But it is not necessary to use all of this group. Of
course, it sufﬁces to use the ﬁnite-dimensional vector space G1kðvÞ; but beyond this, it
sufﬁces to use any embedded copy (or cross-section)
G1kðvÞ=p1kG1;kþ1ðvÞ ð2:8Þ
of the Lemma 6 quotient space. (See (1.13) for notation.) A basis for such a subspace
will be the smallest set of generators that sufﬁces to do this job (of simplifying grade
k of v). But it is possible to break this job down into smaller pieces still. First,
consider the other natural quotient group suggested by (2.6).
Lemma 7. Gjþ1;kðvÞ is a normal subgroup of GjkðvÞ: The quotient group is abelian. The
following groups are isomorphic:
GjkðvÞ
Gjþ1;kðvÞD
GjkðvÞ
Gjþ1;kðvÞDpjGjkðvÞ:
Warning: The ﬁrst isomorphism here is ‘‘active,’’ in the sense that any ‘‘long
generator’’ gj þ?þ that represents a coset in the ﬁrst group will have the same
effect (under }v) on Vk as a ‘‘short generator’’ gj þ?þ gk representing the
corresponding coset in the second group. The second isomorphism is not active in
this sense. This isomorphism states that each ‘‘short’’ generator gj þ?þ gk in
GjkðvÞ is uniquely determined (modulo Gjþ1;kðvÞ) by its leading term gj; but only the
full gj þ?þ gk is actually usable as a generator.
Proof of Lemma 7. To show that the ﬁrst and third of these groups are isomorphic,
observe that the map pj : ðGjkðvÞ; Þ-ðVj;þÞ is a homomorphism, since for
g; hAGjkðvÞ; only the leading term of g  h belongs to Vj and this term coincides
with the leading term of g þ h: Since GjkðvÞ consists of those g ¼ gj þ gjþ1 þ?þ
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such that ½g; v ¼ Ok; the kernel of pj (acting on this set) is just the set of g ¼
gjþ1 þ?þ such that ½g; v ¼ Ok; that is, ker pj ¼ Gjþ1;kðvÞ: The isomorphism of the
second and third groups is similar. &
Quotients of the types discussed in Lemmas 6 and 7 can be combined to produce
the single quotient
FjkðvÞ ¼ GjkðvÞGjþ1;kðvÞ þ pjkGj;kþ1ðvÞ: ð2:9Þ
The þ here is the (not necessarily direct) sum of vector subspaces. In this quotient, a
generator gj þ?þ gk is equated to zero if it does nothing to Vk; or if what it does
can be done by a shorter generator (with leading grade higher than j). These spaces
Fjk; and more speciﬁcally, embedded copies %Fjk of these spaces, in the sense of (1.13),
are the minimal generator spaces referred to in the opening paragraph of this paper.
An embedded copy of the Lemma 6 quotient can be obtained as a direct sum of
embedded copies of the Fjk spaces:
G1kðvÞ=p1kG1;kþ1ðvÞ ¼
Mk
j¼1
%FjkðvÞ: ð2:10Þ
This equation shows in an explicit way how the previous ‘‘smallest’’ set of generators
(2.8) can be broken down into still smaller parts. Of course any vector space can be
broken down into a direct sum of subspaces, and there is no importance to
decomposition (2.10) unless the subspaces can be used independently, but we will see
later that this is the case. The computation (in Section 3) and use (in Section 6) of
these spaces, illustrated in Sections 8 and 9, is perhaps the primary point of this
paper. As usual, Fjk will also be written F
c
k ; with c ¼ k 
 j:
The removable subspace of GjkðvÞ; already discussed in the introduction, is deﬁned
by
RjkðvÞ ¼ f½gj; vk
j þ?þ ½gk; v0 : gAGjkðvÞg
or equivalently gAGjkðvÞ: It is immediately clear (see Lemma 4) that
Corollary 8. RjkðvÞ; or Rcj ðvÞ with c ¼ k 
 j; depends only on the c-jet of v.
When GjkðvÞ acts on Vk via }v; the orbits of the action are the cosets of RjkðvÞ:
That is, the orbit space is
Vk
RjkðvÞ: ð2:11Þ
When this quotient space is embedded in Vk as a complementary subspace to RjkðvÞ
it becomes Cjk; as discussed in the introduction.
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The following lemma is a generalization of one given by Baider for the special case
of R1k; the proof is the same. The signiﬁcance of this lemma is that the removable
spaces for v are invariants of v under the action of G:
Lemma 9. RjkðvÞ ¼ Rjkðg  vÞ for any gAG:
Proof. Let uARjkðvÞ: Then there exists h ¼ Oj such that u is the leading term of ½h; v:
Let eh ¼ g  h: (Notice that we do not use g  h; which might seem more natural when
thinking of generators.) Then eh ¼ Oj; because g  does not change the leading term
of anything (since g ¼ O1). Also
½eh; g  v ¼ ½g  h; g  v ¼ g  ½h; v
because g  is a Lie algebra homomorphism. The leading term of g  ½h; v is u; again
because g  does not change the leading term. Therefore uARjkðg  vÞ: This proves
RjkðvÞCRjkðg  vÞ; and the reverse is true by symmetry (since if g  v ¼ v0 then
v ¼ ð
gÞ  v0). &
Although RjkðvÞ is unchanged when v is replaced by g  v; this is not true for
GjkðvÞ: Instead,
Lemma 10. Gjkðg  vÞ ¼ g  GjkðvÞ:
Proof. If hAGjkðvÞ then h ¼ Oj and ½h; v ¼ Ok: Then g  h ¼ Oj and ½g  h; g  v ¼
g  ½h; v ¼ Ok: Therefore g  hAGjkðg  vÞ: The reverse is true by symmetry. &
Associated with the decomposition (2.10), we have the decomposition
R1kðvÞ ¼
Mk
j¼1
Sjk ð2:12Þ
where
Sjk ¼ f½gj; vk
j þ?þ ½gk; v0 : gA %FjkðvÞg: ð2:13Þ
The direct sum in (2.12) expresses the fact that each space %Fjk provides generators
that effectively target a speciﬁc part of the overall removable space. As usual we also
write Sck:
3. Linear algebra
In the last section it has become clear that the main ingredients of hypernormal
form theory should be the quotient vector spaces (2.9) and (2.11). In this section, we
give algorithms for computing these spaces by Gaussian elimination. Although one
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may prefer to use a different methods in a speciﬁc application to take advantage of
special circumstances, it is useful to see what a general method would look like. If
Gaussian elimination is applied naively, a great deal of extra work will be required
compared to the modiﬁed method presented here. The ideas in this section were
inﬂuenced in part by discussions with Kenneth Driessel, Irwin Hentzel, and Leslie
Hogben.
The vector space GjkðvÞ is deﬁned by the same Eqs. (2.3) deﬁning GjkðvÞ; with the
additional restriction gi ¼ 0 for i4k: With a change of sign, these equations may be
written
ðad v0Þgj ¼ 0;
ðad v1Þgj þ ðad v0Þgjþ1 ¼ 0;
^
ðad vk
j
1Þgj þ?þ ðad v0Þgk
1 ¼ 0: ð3:1Þ
Notice that the different operators denoted ad v0; for instance, are not actually the
same (when viewed as operators on ﬁnite-dimensional vector spaces). For 1pppq;
deﬁne
Lpq ¼ ðad vq
pÞjVp : Vp-Vq: ð3:2Þ
Each Lpq may be viewed as a rectangular matrix (square when p ¼ q) with respect to
some choice of basis for each Vi: (For actual vector ﬁelds on R
n there is a standard
basis xmer where m is a multiindex with jmj ¼ i þ 1 and r ¼ 1;y; n). The dependence
of the Lpq on v has been suppressed in the notation. Then Eqs. (2.3) take the form
Ljjgj ¼ 0;
Lj;jþ1gj þ Ljþ1;jþ1gjþ1 ¼ 0;
^
Lj;k
1gj þ?þ Lk
1;k
1gk
1 ¼ 0: ð3:3Þ
In addition to GjkðvÞ we will need the deﬁning equations for Gjþ1;kðvÞ; which
are obtained by setting gj ¼ 0 in (3.3), and those for Gj;kþ1; obtained by adding
the equation Ljkgj þ?þ Lkkgk ¼ 0: Fix an upper bound K to the values of k
that will be considered (this is necessary if the calculations are to terminate), and
deﬁne the matrix L as follows. The unusual ordering of the entries can be justiﬁed
(at a ﬁrst glance) by the fact that the matrix written in this way is already
somewhat close to row echelon form, although there are deeper reasons that will
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appear shortly.
L ¼
LKK LK
1;K ? L2K L1K
LK
1;K
1 ? L2;K
1 L1;K
1
&
L22 L12
L11
26666664
37777775: ð3:4Þ
L should be thought of as a large block matrix in which each Lpq is replaced by its
own matrix; the diagonal blocks will be square. Each row of L (as written in (3.4))
will be called a band in the block matrix. The matrix obtained from L by deleting (or
setting to zero) the bands above the kth band (counting from the bottom) will be
called the kth lower segment of L: Each subspace GjkðvÞ for 1pjpkpK may be
viewed as the set of column vectors
g ¼
0
^
0
gk
^
gj
0
^
0
266666666666666664
377777777777777775
ð3:5Þ
lying in the kernel of the ðk 
 1Þst lower segment of L: (Notice that the kth band is
among those deleted or zeroed; there is no restriction placed on gk:) It is not
necessary to zero out the bottom j 
 1 bands of L because any column vector of form
(3.5) is automatically in the kernel of these bands. Of course, each gi in (3.5) is itself a
column vector.
Next, we place L into special row echelon form by carrying out the following
operations.
1. Put each band of L into reduced row echelon form. Do not perform any row
operations across the lines separating the bands.
2. For each pivot element (i.e. leading entry of 1) in the bottom band, clear the entire
column above that pivot element (in the entire matrix, not just in the band). Then
do the same with pivot elements in the second band from the bottom, and so
forth, working upwards. Do not clear any nonzero elements occurring below a
pivot element. (Any such nonzero elements will be in lower bands, since each band
is already in reduced row echelon form from step 1.)
3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 until nothing further can be done.
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The following comments are intended to clarify these steps, not to add to the
instructions. At the end of step 1, each band will contain certain pivot elements. It
may be that some columns of L contain more than one pivot element. In this case,
step 2 will eliminate all but the bottom pivot element (the one nearest the bottom of
the column). The elimination of these pivot elements may create new pivot elements
in their place, as illustrated below, leading to new simpliﬁcations within certain
bands by repeating step 1. When the process is completed, the matrix will not be in
row echelon form in the usual sense, because many row operations between bands
have been barred. However, we stop at this point and do not perform any further
operations. The matrix is now in special row echelon form and is called eL:
As an illustration we give an artiﬁcial example, not derived from any actual Lie
algebra, but using the same notations as if it were. (Most real applications will be
large and should be done by computer, but one manageable real example of a special
row echelon form is given in Section 8.) Consider the system Lg ¼ 0 consisting of
three bands (K ¼ 3) as follows:
1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 2 6
1 0 0 3 5 3
0 0 1 2 1 9
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
266666666666664
377777777777775
x8
x7
x6
x5
x4
x3
x2
x1
266666666666664
377777777777775
¼
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
266666666666664
377777777777775
:
Each band of this system is already in reduced row echelon form, so step 1 has been
completed. Here g1 ¼ ðx1; x2; x3Þ; g2 ¼ ðx4; x5; x6Þ; and g3 ¼ ðx7; x8Þ: The third
column (from the left, associated with the variable x6) has two pivot elements. Upon
applying step 2 we obtain
1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 3
1 0 0 0 5 3
0 0 1 0 1 9
0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
266666666666664
377777777777775
:
The former pivot element 1 in the second row (from the top) has been eliminated, but
the entry 
3 in that row becomes a new pivot element in its place. Repeating steps 1
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and 2 now leads to
ð1Þ 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 ð1Þ 
1
ð1Þ 0 0 0 5 3
0 0 ð1Þ 0 1 9
0 0 0 0 0 0
ð1Þ 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
266666666666664
377777777777775
: ð3:6Þ
This matrix is in special row echelon form. The pivot elements are marked with
parentheses. This example will be used later to illustrate the next theorem.
Theorem 11. The special row echelon form eL of L through grade K computes the
spaces Gjk; Gjk=Gjþ1;k; Gjk=pjkGj;kþ1; and Fjk ¼ Gjk=ðGjþ1;k þ pjkGj;kþ1Þ for
1pjpkpK :
The statement of this theorem is correct, even though when k ¼ K ; k þ 1 and
possibly even j þ 1 will be greater than K :
Proof. As remarked above, each Gjk is the kernel of the ðk 
 1Þst lower segment of L
acting on column vectors of form (3.5). The construction leading to the special row
echelon form of L has the property that each lower segment of L is row-equivalent to
the corresponding lower segment of eL: (This would not be the case if arbitrary row
operations had been allowed.) Therefore Gjk is the kernel of the ðk 
 1Þst lower
segment of eL acting on (3.5). The free variables for computing this kernel are the
variables in gj;y; gk
1 corresponding to nonpivot columns of this lower segment ofeL; together with all variables in gk: A basis for Gjk may be constructed in the usual
way, by choosing one free variable at a time to be 1 while the others are 0, then
solving for the unfree variables. Notice that nonpivot variables occurring ‘‘below’’ gj
are not set equal to 1.
It was pointed out in the introduction that a quotient of vector spaces is effectively
computed when a basis for the subspace (the denominator of the quotient) is given,
together with an extension of this basis to the full space (the numerator). Thus to
compute the quotients in the lemma, we must construct bases for the denominator
spaces and extend these to bases for Gjk (which may then differ to some extent from
the basis for Gjk constructed in the last paragraph). For Gjk=Gjþ1;k; the ‘‘Lemma 7
quotient,’’ there is no difﬁculty: both numerator and denominator are of the form
just treated, and the basis of the numerator constructed in this manner is
automatically an extension of the basis in the denominator. The ‘‘Lemma 6
quotient’’ Gjk=pjkGj;kþ1 is a little harder. To ﬁnd a basis for pjkGj;kþ1 we proceed as if
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we were ﬁnding a basis for Gj;kþ1; using the kth lower segment of eL and the free
variables in gj;y; gk; but we do not treat the variables in gkþ1 as free, because gkþ1 is
killed by pjk). (This explains why the calculation works even for k ¼ K : the ðK þ 1Þst
band of L is not needed.) To complete this to a basis for Gjk; the essential point is
that when the kth band of eL is deleted (or zeroed), certain variables that were not
previously free (because of pivot elements in the kth band) become free. The
additional basis elements are found by taking these variables, in turn, to be 1 (with
the other free variables being zero).
Finally, Gjk=ðGjþ1;k þ pjkGj;kþ1Þ is computed by combining the previous remarks.
A vector space quotient of the form U=ðV þ WÞ can be computed by ﬁnding a basis
for V-W ; extending this to bases of V and of W ; and ﬁnally to a basis of U : Now
Gjþ1;k-pjkGj;kþ1 consists of vectors of form (3.5) having gj ¼ 0 and satisfying the kth
lower segment of eL; so the free variables are those in gjþ1 through gk corresponding
to nonpivot columns of this segment. Extending to Gjþ1;k adds those free variables
from gjþ1 through gk that are gained when the kth band of eL is dropped; extending
from the intersection to pjkGj;kþ1 adds the variables from gj that are free when the
kth band is retained. Therefore the ﬁnal extension, from Gjþ1;k-pjkGj;kþ1 to Gjk; is
obtained by adding as free those variables in gj that become free when the kth band
is dropped (but are not free when it is retained). &
The following corollaries are immediate consequences of the last theorem and
what has gone before.
Corollary 12. A basis for %Fjk (that is, for a complementary space to Gjþ1;k þ pjkGj;kþ1
in Gjk) can be found as follows:
1. Locate those columns of eL that correspond to variables in gj and contain pivot
elements in the kth band. The variables associated with these columns will be a
subset of the variables that are free for the ðk 
 1Þst lower segment of eL:
2. Set these variables in turn equal to 1 (with all other free variables being 0),
computing the remaining (unfree) variables from the ðk 
 1Þst lower segment of eL:
If the kth band of eL has no pivot elements corresponding to variables in gk; then
Gjk=ðGjþ1;k þ pjkGj;kþ1Þ is trivial.
We illustrate Theorem 11 and Corollary 12 with the artiﬁcial example (3.6). The
pivot element in the second row (from the top) shows that the variable x2; occurring
in g1; is free when the third band (from the bottom) is dropped but not when it is
retained. Therefore a complementary space to G23 þ p13G14 in G13 is generated by
g ¼ ð0; 1; 0;
1; 0;
5; 0; 0Þ; thought of as a column vector written from the bottom
to the top. In more detail: the free variables for G13 are x1; x2; x5; x7; x8: (The third
band is not used.) The free variables for p13G14 are x1; x5; x7: (Since the third band is
used, x2 and x8 are not free.) For G23; x1 ¼ x2 ¼ x3 ¼ 0 and x5; x7; x8 are free.
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For the next corollary we restore the vector ﬁeld v that has been suppressed from
the notation.
Corollary 13. Any basis for Rjþ1;kðvÞ can be extended to a basis for RjkðvÞ by adjoining
the elements
½gj; vk
j þ?þ ½gk; v0 ð3:7Þ
as g ranges over the basis constructed in Corollary 12.
Corollary 14. Let Cjþ1;k be any complementary space to Rjþ1;kðvÞ in Vk: The basis
constructed in Corollary 12 can be modified (to a basis for a different space
complementary to Gjþ1;k þ pjkGj;kþ1 in Gjk) so that vectors (3.7), with g ranging over
the new basis, belong to Cjþ1;k:
The generators constructed in Corollary 14 will be needed in Section 6.
Proof of Corollary 14. The existence of such a basis is trivial; all that is needed is a
construction. What is needed is to make (3.7) belong to Rj;kðvÞ-Cjþ1;k: Now (3.7) is
just the kth band of L applied to g: So it is required to ﬁnd a basis for the space of g
of form (3.5) lying in the kernel of the ðk 
 1Þst lower segment of L and mapped by
the kth band of L into Rj;kðvÞ-Cjþ1;k: Assuming that a basis for the latter space is
known, these conditions may be expressed (in the standard manner) as a system of
linear equations with additional slack variables, which can be solved using eL: (The
row operations used in creating eL should be saved for this purpose.) &
4. Baider’s method and its spectral sequence
Beginning with v0 ¼ v0 þ v1 þ? in a graded Lie algebra V as above, we construct
a sequence v0; v1; v2;y of vector ﬁelds by setting v1 ¼ g1  v0; v2 ¼ g2  v1; and so on,
with each gr chosen so that vr is normalized to grade r with respect to its own ðr 
 1Þ-
jet. The terms of vr through grade r are uniquely determined by v0 and remain ﬁxed
throughout the later stages of the process. The order in which the operations are
carried out in this section is the one presented by Baider: each gr will belong to
G1;rðvr
1Þ ¼ Gr
1r ðvr
1Þ; so we always use generators beginning with grade one, that
is, having maximal possible lag c ¼ r 
 1 for a given target grade r: These are the
only subgroups of G deﬁned by Baider. Variations of this order using subgroups Gjk
for ja1 will be presented in the next two sections.
We describe the ﬁrst two stages of the construction and the rth stage. Lemma 9
implies that RjkðvrÞ ¼ Rjkðv0Þ for all r; so these subspaces will simply be called Rjk (or
Rck with c ¼ j 
 k). We will speak as though Rck are already known and complements
Cck are already chosen, although in fact R
c
k will usually be computed at the point
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when it is needed and Cck will then be chosen, either arbitrarily or by some pre-
assigned scheme (such as choosing the orthogonal complement with respect to a
given inner product). Let
Pck : Vk-C
c
k ð4:1Þ
be the projection associated with the direct sum decomposition Vk ¼ Rck"Cck; and
write }r for}vr :
For the ﬁrst stage, choose g1AG11ðvÞ ¼ G01ðvÞ so that
g1}0 v
0
1 ¼ P01v01:
In view of 2.5 this is equivalent to the familiar ‘‘homological equation’’ of classical
normal form theory, ðad v0Þg1 ¼ v01 
 P01v01: Let
v1 ¼ g1  v0:
Then v1 ¼ v10 þ v11 þ?; with v10 ¼ v00 and v11 ¼ P01v01: Clearly v11 is uniquely
determined by v0 and the style choice C01 ; but g
0 and the higher-order terms of v0
are not unique. Even choosing g1 from G01ðvÞ ¼ V1 (so that g1 ¼ g11) does not make it
unique; instead its coset in G11ðv0Þ=p11G12ðv0Þ is unique. Using Corollary 12 to
compute a basis for an embedded copy (or cross-section) of this quotient provides a
small subspace from which g1 may be selected uniquely.
For the second stage, select g2 ¼ g21 þ g22AG12ðv0Þ ¼ G12ðv0Þ so that
g2}1 v
1
1 ¼ P11v11:
Let
v2 ¼ g2  v1:
Then v20 ¼ v10 ¼ v00; v21 ¼ v11; and v22 ¼ P11v11: These terms are unique, but g2 and the
higher-order terms of v2 are not. Once again these may be made unique by choosing
a suitable cross-section of G12ðv1Þ; see the discussion following the rth stage below.
For the rth stage, we are given vr
1; in which the ðr 
 1Þ-jet is in ﬁnal form, and vr
is to be created by normalizing vr
1r with respect to v
r
1
0 þ?þ vr
1r
1: Therefore, we
choose
grAGr
1r ðvr
1Þ ¼ G1;rðvr
1Þ ð4:2Þ
so that
gr}r
1vr
1r ¼ Pr
1r vr
1r ð4:3Þ
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and setting
vr ¼ gr  vr
1: ð4:4Þ
Then vrj equals v
r
1
j for jor; Pr
1r vr
1r for j ¼ r; and for j4r is not yet normalized.
Notice that by the ‘‘jet lag’’ principle mentioned in the introduction, the generator gr
in (4.2) is taken from the group of generators targeting grade r and having lag r 
 1;
equal to the order of the jet that we are normalizing with respect to.
Once again, gr may be made unique by selecting it from an embedded copy of
G1rðvr
1Þ=p1rG1;rþ1ðvr
1Þ: ð4:5Þ
Notice that in Theorem 11 and Corollary 12 the argument v of GjkðvÞ has been
suppressed; here we want Gr
1r ðvr
1Þ ¼ G1;rðvr
1Þ: It may therefore seem that the
entire construction of eL must be repeated at each stage, but this is not correct.
Suppose that at the ðr 
 1Þst stage, the matrix Lr
1 deﬁned by (3.2) and (3.4) has
been constructed using vr
1 for v and r 
 1 for K ; and has been put into special row
echelon form eLr
1: These constructions use only the ðr 
 1Þ-jet of vr
1; which does
not change when we go on to vr: So the matrix Lr (deﬁned using vr for v and r for K)
simply adds zeros on the left edge of Lr
1 and a new band at the top. The row
operations used to produce eLr
1 from Lr
1 are still valid for Lr; and can be
completed by new row operations involving the added band. Thus the construction is
carried out without ever using terms of the vector ﬁeld that are not in their ﬁnal
form, and no row operations need to be redone.
Next, we give a homological interpretation of the technique formulated above.
This interpretation does not provide any additional information, and may be
omitted if desired (by skipping directly to Section 5), but it provides a link between
the ideas of this paper and the recent ideas of Jan Sanders, for whom the
homological approach is fundamental. Consider the cochain complex
0-Gr
1r ðvr
1Þ !dr
1 Vr-0: ð4:6Þ
(Notice that this uses G; not G: We treat Gr
1r ðvr
1Þ as a vector space under þ; not as
a group under : The spectral sequence makes no attempt to compute the smallest
necessary set of generators at a given stage, as we have done above. Instead, inﬁnitely
many generators that are useless at a given stage are carried along because they will
be needed at later stages.) Here 0 denotes the zero vector space, dr
1 is the linear map
dr
1ðgÞ ¼ ½g1; vr
1r
1 þ?þ ½gr; vr
10  ð4:7Þ
and the sequence of maps is a cochain complex because (trivially) the composite of
any two adjacent maps is zero. (We choose to call this a cochain complex rather than
a chain complex only because the formulas below resemble the spectral sequences of
cohomology more than those of homology. There is no issue here of covariance
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versus contravariance.) The cochain complex (4.6) has two cohomology groups,
ker dr
1 and coker dr
1 ¼ Vr=im dr
1: The ﬁrst of these, ker dr
1; is the set of
generators in Gr
1r ðvr
1Þ that satisfy dr
1ðgÞ ¼ 0: Writing out the conditions for
membership in Gr
1r ðvr
1Þ according to Lemma 3, together with the additional
condition dr
1ðgÞ ¼ 0; and using the fact that vr
1 and vr agree through grade r 
 1;
we see that
ker dr
1 ¼ Grrþ1ðvrÞ: ð4:8Þ
This is exactly the set of generators that will be used for the next (ðr þ 1Þst) stage of
hypernormalization. Since the image of dr
1 is Rr
1r ; the second cohomology group is
coker dr
1 ¼ Vr=Rr
1r : ð4:9Þ
This is exactly the ‘‘abstract’’ version of the normal form space Cr
1r to which v
r
r is
required to belong; that is, Cr
1r is an embedded copy of the quotient space, or a
cross-section of its projection.
If we consider that the ﬁrst cohomology of (4.6) is exactly the ﬁrst space in the next
cochain complex
0-Grrþ1ðvrÞ!
dr
Vrþ1-0
it is clear that we are very close to having a spectral sequence, that is, a sequence of
cochain complexes such that the homology spaces of one complex are the spaces that
occur in the next complex. (But one complex in the sequence does not determine the
map occurring in the next one.) A spectral sequence can be obtained if we re-package
the information contained in (4.6) into the chain complex
0-Er
11 !dr
1 Er
12 -0; ð4:10Þ
with
Er
11 ¼ Gr
1r ðvr
1Þ;
Er
12 ¼ V0 
V1
R01
? Vr
1
Rr
2r
1
 Vr  Vrþ1 ?;
dr
1ðgÞ ¼ ð0;y; 0; dr
1ðgÞ; 0;yÞ; ð4:11Þ
using the ‘‘tuple’’ notation for the direct product instead of the sum notation as
before. (The ‘‘tuple’’ notation is necessary in the next section.) The ﬁrst cohomology
of (4.10) is the same as (4.8), but the second cohomology is
V0  V1
R01
? Vr
1
Rr
2r
1
 Vr
Rr
1r
 Vrþ1 ?;
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which is exactly the second space appearing in the next complex of the form (4.10).
Notice that it is necessary to compute vr
1 between the ðr 
 1Þst and rth stages of the
spectral sequence, in order that dr
1 will be deﬁned. (The spectral sequence only
computes the spaces involved in the hypernormalization process, not the actual
elements such as vr
1:) This is not yet the spectral sequence of Sanders, which will be
obtained at the end of the next section after considering a modiﬁcation of the order
of the steps of hypernormalization.
A particularly easy way to picture this spectral sequence is to think of it not as a
way of computing a particular hypernormal form of a given v0; but instead as a way
of generating (in principle) all possible hypernormal forms. Let us say (for this
paragraph only) that a hypernormal form is an element v ¼ v0 þ v1 þ?AV together
with a collection of subspaces CkCVk; subject to the conditions that vkACk for all k
and Ck"Rkðv0 þ?þ vk
1Þ ¼ Vk: Equivalently, a hypernormal form is a sequence
of pointed subspaces ðCk; vkÞ of Vk such that Ck is complementary to Rkðv0 þ?þ
vk
1Þ: Suppose that vkACkCVk have been selected for kor and the spectral
sequence has been built up to this point. Next, we make two (arbitrary) choices: ﬁrst,
a complement Cr of im d
r
1; then an element vrACr: Then, the next stage of the
spectral sequence becomes available.
5. Extended partial hypernormal forms and the Sanders spectral sequence
Let vr be an rth partial hypernormal form for v0; as constructed in the last section;
the term of grade r is normalized with respect to the ðr 
 1Þ-jet, and the terms of
higher grade are not yet uniquely determined (although of course they are not
arbitrary either). From here it is possible to compute vrþ1; but another choice is to
normalize the rest of vr (to all orders) with respect to the ðr 
 1Þ-jet. We call this an
rth extended partial hypernormal form for v0; and denote it by ev r: It is not unique, but
is more restricted than vr: (Any ev r is a vr; but not conversely. One could compute a ev r
and then use that as a vr to compute vrþ1; but there is usually no advantage in this: it
takes extra work to compute ev r; and in going on to vrþ1 the normalization of higher-
order terms with respect to the ðr 
 1Þ-jet is typically lost. One important exception,ev1 when ad v0 is semisimple, is discussed in Section 7.) When we speak of normalizing
to all orders, this of course cannot be completed in ﬁnite time unless we replace the
Lie algebra V by V=OK for some K ; as applied mathematicians always do in
practice.
The ﬁrst instance of ev r is ev1; in which all terms are normalized with respect to the
linear term. Thus ev1 is just a classical normal form for v0: It is well known that the set
of vector ﬁelds in (classical) normal form with respect to a ﬁxed linear part have an
interesting mathematical structure, at least if the normal form style is well chosen.
For instance, in the four styles treated in [17] (the semisimple, inner product,
simpliﬁed, and sl(2) styles) the set of vector ﬁelds in classical normal form is a
module of equivariants over a ring of invariants, and the structure of both the ring
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and the module can be given by the use of Stanley decompositions. The principle
reason for considering ev r for r41 is the hope that the set of vector ﬁelds in extended
partial hypernormal form with respect to a ﬁxed ðr 
 1Þ-jet will turn out to have an
interesting and describable mathematical structure. A result of this type for one
example is obtained in Section 10.
To obtain ev r in the general case, we ﬁrst construct a sequence vrs for s ¼
r; r þ 1;y; such that vrr ¼ vr and vrs is normalized to grade s with respect to its
ðr 
 1Þ-jet. These vrs are constructed recursively in s: Recall that}r means}vr and
that Pck is deﬁned by (4.1). If v
r;s
1 has been found, we choose gAGr
1s ðvr
1Þ ¼
Gs
rþ1;sðvr
1Þ such that
g}r
1 v
r;s
1
s ¼ Pr
1s vr;s
1s ð5:1Þ
and then set
vr;s ¼ g  vr;s
1: ð5:2Þ
Notice that by the ‘‘jet lag’’ rule, the r remains ﬁxed in the group Gr
1s ðvr
1Þ; and
therefore also in the projection Pr
1s into C
r
1
s ; because we are always normalizing
with respect to the same ðr 
 1Þ-jet; only s advances. To make g unique, we would
select it from an embedded copy of
Gs
rþ1;sðvr
1Þ=ps
rþ1;sGs
rþ1;sþ1ðvr
1Þ; ð5:3Þ
as in the last section, this is the smallest group of generators that is sufﬁcient for the
purpose. Finally, ev r is the limit of vrs as s-N: This is a limit in the sense of
stabilization: in each grade j we have ev rj ¼ vrsj as soon as sXj:
As mentioned above, the main reason for being interested in the extended partial
hypernormal form is the hope that the set of such vector ﬁelds has an interesting and
describable mathematical structure. So it is more important to compute this set than
to put any individual vector ﬁeld into this kind of normal form. Therefore it is
worthwhile to observe that all of the spaces involved in the computation of ev r; both
the generator spaces and the removable spaces, can be readily computed as soon as vr
(or even vr
1) is known, because these spaces depend only on the ðr 
 1Þ-jet, which is
already ﬁxed once vr
1 is found. The removable spaces, of course, never change and
in principle could already be computed from v0; but the proper time to do the
computation of the removable spaces Rr
1k with lag r 
 1 is after the ðr 
 1Þ-jet is in
ﬁnal form. The generator spaces Gr
1s ðvr
1Þ cannot be computed before this time.
The required computations can be done by Theorem 11 and Corollaries 12 and 13,
and can also be formulated in terms of a spectral sequence as explained below. In
setting up L for Theorem 11, it is necessary to ﬁx r and K (the cutoff grade), and it
sufﬁces to use the ðr 
 1Þ-jet of vr in view of Corollary 4 and Lemma 8. It seems that
(in contrast with the last section) some of the work must be re-done if r is increased.
Next we will construct a spectral sequence that codiﬁes, inductively on r; the
computations of the spaces associated with the extended partial hypernormal forms
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for v0: Readers omitting spectral sequences may skip immediately to Section 6. As in
the last section, the spectral sequence does not compute the smallest possible group
of generators (5.3), nor does it use the ﬁnite-dimensional groups G; but instead
carries along at each stage all the generators that have not yet become useful. We
describe the ﬁrst two stages and the general stage. For the ﬁrst stage, consider the
cochain complex
0-G01ðv0Þ  G02ðv0Þ ?!
d0
V0  V1 ?-0:
An element of the ﬁrst space here (the product space of generators) will be written
ðg01; g02; g03;yÞ; with g0iAG0i ðv0Þ: Notice that this conﬂicts with our usual notation in
which giAVi; instead, each g0i ¼ g0i1 þ g0i2 þ?; with g0ijAVj; and it is necessary to use
the ‘‘tuple’’ notation for the direct product to prevent terms of the same grade in
different gi from mixing. The map d
0 is deﬁned by
d1ðg01; g02; g03;yÞ ¼ ð0; ½g011; v0; ½g022; v0; ½g033; v0;yÞ;
or equivalently by
d1ðg01; g02; g03;yÞ ¼ ð0; p1½g01; v0; p2½g02; v0; p3½g03; v0;yÞ:
Then the cohomology of the cochain complex is given by
ker d0 ¼ G12ðv0Þ  G13ðv0Þ  G14ðv0Þ ?
and
coker d0 ¼ V0  V1
R01
 V2
R02
?:
The latter is the collection of quotient spaces describing a system in ﬁrst order
extended partial hypernormal form (that is, in classical normal form); it only remains
to select a cross-section (a style). For the former, notice that because of Corollary 4,
G1j ðv1Þ ¼ G1j ðv0Þ since v1 and v0 have the same 0-jet. Therefore ker d0 can equally well
be described as
ker d0 ¼ G12ðv1Þ  G13ðv1Þ  G14ðv1Þ;?
which is exactly the collection of generators to be used at the next stage of
hypernormalization.
To go on to the second stage, it is necessary to interject the computation of v1: As
in the last section, the spectral sequence computes only the spaces, not the elements
within those spaces. Notice that it is not necessary (and, as remarked above,
probably not advisable) to compute ev1; because the 1-jet of v1 sufﬁces for the next
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stage. The new cochain complex is
0-E11 !
d1
E12-0;
where
E11 ¼ G12ðv1Þ  G13ðv1Þ  G14ðv1Þ ?;
E12 ¼ V0 
V1
R01
 
 V2
R02
 V3
R03
?
 
and
d1ðg12; g13; g14;yÞ ¼ ð0; 0; ½g121; v11 þ ½g122; v10; ½g132; v11 þ ½g133; v10;yÞ
¼ ð0; 0; p2½g12; v1; p3½g13; v1;yÞ:
We have
ker d1 ¼ G23ðv2Þ  G24ðv2Þ  G25ðv2Þ ?
(again using Corollary 4) and
coker d1 ¼ V0  V1
R01
 V2
R12
 
 V3
R13
 V4
R14
?
 
:
The parentheses have been moved so that the ﬁrst factor contains the spaces that
have reached their ﬁnal form and the second factor those that have not.
For the rth stage we have
0-Er
11 !dr
1 Er
12 -0; ð5:4Þ
with
Er
11 ¼ Gr
1r ðvr
1Þ  Gr
1rþ1ðvr
1Þ  Gr
1rþ2ðvr
1Þ ?; ð5:5Þ
Er
12 ¼ V0 
V1
R01
? Vr
1
Rr
2r
1
 
 Vr
Rr
2r
 Vrþ1
Rr
2rþ1
?
 !
ð5:6Þ
and
dr
1ðgr
1r ; gr
1rþ1;yÞ ¼ ð0;y; 0; pr½gr
1r ; vr
1; prþ1½gr
1rþ1; vr
1;yÞ: ð5:7Þ
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The Sanders spectral sequence is the same as this, although the construction is
described in a different way. Let @r ¼ ad vr and deﬁne
Zr1p ¼ fg ¼ Op : @rðgÞ ¼ Opþrg; Zr2p ¼ fvAV : v ¼ Opg:
Then deﬁne
Erip ¼
Zrip
@rZr
1
i;p
ðr
1Þ þ Zr
1i;pþ1
for i ¼ 1; 2: (There is actually only one nontrivial group in the denominator for each
i; this quotient is not to be confused with a quotient of form (2.9).) Setting
Eri ¼
Y
p
Erip
it follows from standard arguments in homological algebra that this system forms a
spectral sequence. With these deﬁnitions, it is not hard to check (by direct
computation, without any homological algebra) that Eri deﬁned in this way agree
with our Eri : The maps d
r in Sanders’ spectral sequence are induced from @r; and it is
necessary to check (from the quotient structure of Erip) that the induced maps
coincide with (5.7), in other words, that the projection maps are automatically
supplied. In the original exposition, Sanders prefers to work always with pairs ðg; vÞ
rather than with g and v separately, deﬁning @rðg; vÞ ¼ ð0; @rðgÞÞ: Therefore in place
of Er1p and E
r
2p he always has E
r
p ¼ Er1p"Er2p:
6. Further reﬁnement of the method
In Section 4, we presented Baider’s original approach to hypernormalization, in
which each grade is brought into its ﬁnal form (normalized with respect to the
preceding jet) successively. In Section 5, we presented an alternative possibility,
normalizing to all orders with respect to a ﬁxed jet. To a certain extent, it is feasible
to combine these two ideas. In this section, we point out that at the rth stage in the
Baider process (that is, when vr
1 has been computed), the computation of vr may be
broken down into smaller substages, in which vr
1r is ﬁrst normalized with respect to
the 0-jet vr
10 ; then with respect to the 1-jet v
r
1
0 þ vr
11 ; and so on with respect to
higher jets. It is of course obvious that this is possible; the only real questions are
whether it is practical and advantageous. From the standpoint of practicality, the
objection is that when normalizing with respect to the j-jet the group of generators
that may be used is Gjr; which includes the generators G
j
1
r used at the previous
substage, so it appears that one is re-doing the work that has already been done, and
therefore wasting effort. The fact is that this is not the case; the ideas of Sections 2
and 3 make it possible to separate the generators used at each substage, so that one
never repeats (or undoes) what was done at a previous substage. It remains to ask
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whether there are any advantages to breaking the process down into these substages.
In view of (1.9), for any removable vector there is a smallest c such that the vector is
removable using a generator of lag c: The motivation for the present construction is
to remove as much as possible at each substage, and thus to use generators of least
possible lag.
As before, we will assume that a complement Cck is selected for each removable
subspace Rck ¼ Rckðv0Þ; and that Pck : Vk-Cck is the projection associated with Vk ¼
Rck"C
c
k : In order for the construction given in this section to work, it is essential to
assume that the compatibility condition (1.11) holds among these spaces. The
deﬁnition of the Cck may be given in advance, by a rule such as (1.12), or the spaces
may be selected at the time they are needed, but we will speak as though they are
chosen in advance.
Suppose now that vr
1 is known. Setting vr
1;0 ¼ vr
1; we will work through a
sequence of substages vr
1;1;y; vr
1;r; such that the term vr
1;cr of grade r in v
r
1;c is
normalized with respect to its ðc
 1Þ-jet. The result vr
1;r of the ﬁnal substage will
equal vr: Before giving the construction, subgroups %FcrCG
c
r for c ¼ 0;y; r 
 1 must
be constructed; these subgroups depend on vr
1 and on the Ccr : These subgroups will
be embedded copies of the quotient groups deﬁned in (2.9), namely,
F cr ¼ Fr
c;c ¼
Gr
c;kðvr
1Þ
Gr
cþ1;rðvr
1Þ þ pr
c;kGr
c;rþ1ðvr
1Þ: ð6:1Þ
But we do not take just any embedded copies of these quotients. Instead, we use
Corollary 14 to construct embedded copies %Fcr such that the action of each %F
c
r on Vr
(acting via}r
1 ¼}vr
1 ) produces increments lying in Cc
1r :
Now the construction proceeds as follows. Given vr
1;c
1; which already satisﬁes
vr
1;c
1r AC
c
1
r ; there exists one and only one
gA %F cr ð6:2Þ
such that
g}r
1 vr
1;c
1r ¼ Pcr vr
1;c
1r : ð6:3Þ
Then set
vr
1;c ¼ g  vr
1;c
1: ð6:4Þ
Clearly vr
1;cr AC
c
r as desired. Notice that the group of generators used has already
been prepared so that (1) the previous normalization has been retained, that is, the
term of grade r has only been moved within its coset modulo Rc
1r ; and (2) the
generator g is unique.
It is possible to carry out the substages without ever choosing Ccr for cor 
 1; and
even to postpone the choice of Cr
1r until the very end (of the rth stage). To do this,
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choose a coset fggAF cr in place of a single generator gA %Fcr in (6.2). The action of the
coset is to project into a coset in V=Rcr rather than into a complementary space C
c
r :
Thus, in working through the substages, we begin with vr
1r and project it
successively into its (decreasing) cosets modulo the (increasing) removable spaces Rcr ;
arriving at its coset modulo Rr
1r : But one cannot defer the choice of style beyond the
end of the rth stage; it is necessary to ﬁrm up the generator g that will be used to
obtain vr
1;r ¼ vr; because a speciﬁc choice of vr is needed to begin the next stage.
(The different possibilities for vr need not belong to the same coset of Rrrþ1:)
7. Reduction of the Lie algebra
In many cases one can perform an initial simpliﬁcation of a hypernormalization
problem that makes it possible to carry out the calculations within a smaller Lie
algebra than the one in which the problem is ﬁrst posed. This arises when ad v0 is
semisimple, and more generally, when the semisimple part of ad v0 is nontrivial
(using the Jordan decomposition of ad v0 into semisimple and nilpotent parts). We
begin with the former case.
In Section 5 it was mentioned that it is usually not advisable to compute the
extended partial hypernormal form ev r if one intends afterward to calculate vrþ1:
There is an important special case that forms an exception to this, namely, when
ad v0 is semisimple. This occurs, for instance, for vector ﬁelds with semisimple linear
part (that is, v0ðxÞ ¼ Ax with A diagonalizable over the complex numbers); see [17,
Lemma 4.5.2]. More generally, if V is any graded Lie algebra and ad v0 regarded as a
map Vj-Vj is semisimple for each j; then Vj ¼ im ad v0"ker ad v0; and since
R0j ðvÞ ¼ im ad v0; we may take C0j ¼ ker ad v0: This is called the semisimple normal
form style, and ev1 determined in this way is said to be in (classical) semisimple normal
form to all orders.
The reason that this forms an exception to the general rule against computing ev r is
that W ¼ ker ad v0 (regarding ad v0 as mapping the entire Lie algebra V to itself) is a
sub-Lie-algebra of V : (This follows from the fact that ad v0 is a derivation of V ;
which is equivalent to the Jacobi identity. Since ad v0 is not a Lie algebra
homomorphism, W is not an ideal.) Since ev1AW ; we can proceed forward from ev1 as
if we were starting an entirely new hypernormalization problem in the reduced Lie
algebra W : Thus when we go on to compute v2; v3;y; using only generators coming
from W (and of course belonging to O1), all of these will remain in W automatically.
The suggestion not to compute ev2;ev3;y still applies (unless one is going to stop at
that point), because these will not belong to further Lie subalgebras of W ; and the
work to compute them will be lost at later stages. It is generally impossible that ad vi
be semisimple for i40; because ad vi : Vj-Viþj does not map any ﬁnite-dimensional
subspace into itself. (There is an exception even to this; see the example in Section 8.)
After restricting to W ; as described above, all of the machinery of Sections 2–6 is
applicable to the new Lie algebra. However, since W ¼ ad v0; the Eq. (2.3) deﬁning
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GjkðvÞ simplify, since all brackets with v0 vanish. For the same reason, the diagonal
blocks in L; deﬁned in (3.4), will be zero.
If ad v0 is not semisimple, but its Jordan decomposition ad v0 ¼ ðad v0Þs þ ðad v0Þn
has nontrivial semisimple part, the Lie algebra can be reduced to ker ðad v0Þs: The
procedure is almost exactly the same as above, the only technical point being how to
obtain an initial simpliﬁcation of v0 that belongs to ker ðad v0Þs: What is needed is an
extended semisimple classical normal form of v0 as deﬁned in [17]. Since these are
thoroughly discussed in the book, and since the examples studied below fall into the
case when ad v0 is entirely semisimple, we will not provide further details here.
8. The single center or anharmonic oscillator
The single nonlinear center or anharmonic oscillator was the ﬁrst problem in
hypernormal form theory to be solved. Our results are not new, but serve to illustrate
our new methods. The problem breaks into four cases, all but the last of which were
treated completely in [17, Section 4.10]. Here we take up the fourth case. There are
two existing ways to hypernormalize this case, called the alpha form and beta form in
[17]. The methods of this paper lead to the alpha form, but suitable modiﬁcations
(explained below) lead to the beta form as well.
The notations ui and wi will be reserved for the special vector ﬁelds
ui ¼ ðx2 þ y2Þi
x
y
 
; wi ¼ ðx2 þ y2Þi

y
x
 
ð8:1Þ
which are equivariant under rotation. The single center has linear part w0 ¼ ð
y; xÞ;
which is semisimple; we assume that it has already been put into classical semisimple
normal form, which is
v ¼ w0 þ ða1u1 þ b1w1Þ þ ða2u2 þ b2w2Þ þ?: ð8:2Þ
According to Section 7, these vector ﬁelds form a Lie algebra, and all further
calculations can be done in this reduced Lie algebra. Noticing that the grade (in the
usual sense) of each ui and wi is 2i and that only even grades occur, we redeﬁne the
grade to be i for convenience, and set vi ¼ aiui þ biwi so that vi is the part of v having
grade i: The brackets of the basic vector ﬁelds (8.1) are computed in [17] to be
½ui; uj ¼ 2ði 
 jÞuiþj ;
½ui; wj ¼ 
2jwiþj;
½wi; wj ¼ 0: ð8:3Þ
These are the structure constants of the (reduced) Lie algebra. The case that
we consider (case 4 on page 288 of [17]) is the case that an is the ﬁrst nonzero ai; bm is
the ﬁrst nonzero bi; and mpn: The two known hypernormal forms for this case are
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the alpha form, so called because it has more a terms than b terms,
v ¼ w0 þ bmwm þ anun þ ðanþ1unþ1 þ?þ a2n
mu2n
mÞ þ a2nu2n ð8:4Þ
and the beta form,
v ¼ w0 þ bmwm þ ðbmþ1wmþ1 þ?þ bnwnÞ þ anun þ a2nu2n: ð8:5Þ
In (8.4) the ‘‘run’’ of alpha terms (in parentheses) contains every term from anþ1 to
a2n
m; and similarly for the ‘‘run’’ of beta terms in (8.5). These are the hypernormal
form to all orders. Notice that the number of coefﬁcients present is the same in the
two forms, but the ‘‘run’’ of alphas in the alpha form is moved to a similar ‘‘run’’ of
betas in the beta form. The alpha form was obtained in [3], the beta form in [6], and
both were found in [1].
We now specialize to the ﬁrst nontrivial case, m ¼ 1; n ¼ 2: That is, we begin with
v ¼ w0 þ b1w1 þ ða2u2 þ b2w2Þ þ ða3u3 þ b3w3Þ þ?: ð8:6Þ
The alpha form for such a system is
v ¼ w0 þ b1w1 þ a2u2 þ ða3u3Þ þ a4u4 ð8:7Þ
and the beta form is
v ¼ w0 þ b1w1 þ ðb2w2Þ þ a2u2 þ a4u4: ð8:8Þ
The ‘‘runs’’ reduce to single terms, indicated with parentheses. (Of course the
coefﬁcients in these hypernormal forms, other than b1 and a2; will not generally be
the same as in the original system.) The computation of F ck ðvÞ for (8.6) leads directly
to the alpha form (8.7). This computation will be done in two ways, ﬁrst using the
deﬁnition from Section 2 and again using the special row echelon form eL from
Section 3.
Since b1 and a2 in (8.6) are the only coefﬁcients that are known to be nonzero, it is
only these terms that can provide the leverage necessary to dislodge other terms from
the system. Notice (see Corollary 4) that GckðvÞ ¼ Gckðw0 þ b1w1 þ a2u2Þ if cp3:
Therefore the important groups to calculate will be Fck ðw0 þ b1w1 þ a2u2Þ for
c ¼ 0;y; 3; or rather, speciﬁc embedded copies of these. The result is as follows.
%F0kðw0 þ b1w1 þ a2u2Þ ¼ f0g;
%F1kðw0 þ b1w1 þ a2u2Þ ¼ spanfuk
1g;
%F2kðw0 þ b1w1 þ a2u2Þ ¼ f0g;
%F3kðw0 þ b1w1 þ a2u2Þ ¼
f0g if k ¼ 4;
spanfb1wk
3 þ ðk 
 3Þa2uk
2g if k44:

ð8:9Þ
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The calculation (from the deﬁnitions in Section 2) is as follows. For lag zero, a
basis for G0k is fuk; wkg; but since these commute with w0 and their brackets with w1
and u2 are of grade greater than k; they produce no effect in grade k and %F
0
k ¼ f0g:
For lag one, we have
G1k ¼ Gk
1;k ¼ spanfwk
1; uk
1; wk; ukg
but wk
1 produces no effect in grade k; whereas
½uk
1; w0 þ b1w1 þ a2u2 ¼ 
2b1wk þ Okþ1:
Therefore %F1k ¼ spanfuk
1g; and the removable space S1k (see (2.13)) associated with
%F1k is spanfwkg: For lag 2, observe that from the preceding calculation, uk
2eG2k
because it already produces an effect in grade k 
 1 (namely 
2b1wk
1Þ; but wk
2
produces 2ðk 
 2Þa2wk: Therefore
G2k ¼ Gk
2;k ¼ spanfwk
2; wk
1; uk
1; wk; ukg:
Since %F2k ¼ Gk
2;k=ðGk
1;k þ pk
2;kGk
2;kþ1Þ; and everything here has been calculated
except the second term in the denominator, we must ﬁnd pk
2;kGk
2;kþ1; which
means those elements of G2k that have do nothing in grade k: Many of these elements
are already known, but since wk
2 and uk
1 both produce multiples of wk; there is a
linear combination of them that does nothing. Therefore
pk
2;kGk
2;kþ1 ¼ spanfb1wk
2 þ ðk 
 2Þa2uk
1; wk
1; wk; ukg:
It follows that Gk
1;k þ pk
2;kGk
2;kþ1 ¼ Gk
2;k and %F2k ¼ 0: For lag 3, uk
3eG3k but
(by the same calculation just given) b1wk
3 þ ðk 
 3Þa2uk
2AG3k: This generator
produces 2ðk 
 3Þðk 
 4Þa2uk; so it produces a nontrivial effect in grade k (and so
belongs to %F3k) if k44: In this case S
3
k ¼ spanfukg:
These calculations prove (8.9) and at the same time show that (when applied in the
order described in Section 6) wk is removable for k42 and uk is removable for k44:
The only required style choices are in grades 2 and 3, where we choose spanfukg as
the complement to spanfwkg; this is the only natural choice, and it agrees with the
inner product style deﬁned in Section 10 below. This establishes the alpha
hypernormal form (8.7).
To do the same calculation by the methods of Section 3, observe that with v as in
(8.6), if
ðad vÞða1u1 þ b1w1 þ a2u2 þ b2w2 þ?Þ ¼ a01u1 þ b01w1 þ a02u2 þ b02w2 þ?
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then
0 0 0 2b1 
6a2     
0 0 0 0 0 
2a2 0  0 
0 0 0 2b1 
4a2   
0 0 0 0 0 ½0 0 
0 0 0 2b1 
2a2 
0 0 0 0 0 2a2
0 0 0 2b1
0 0 0 0
0 0
0 0
26666666666666666664
37777777777777777775
b5
a5
b4
a4
b3
a3
b2
a2
b1
a1
26666666666666666664
37777777777777777775
¼
b05
a05
b04
a04
b03
a03
b02
a02
b01
a01
26666666666666666664
37777777777777777775
:
That is, the matrix here is L taken to grade 5. The asterisks denote entries that may
or may not be zero, because they involve ai for i42 or bj for j41: The diagonal
2 2 blocks are zero because the reduced Lie algebra of Section 7 is being used. The
element marked ½0 is emphasized because it is important and unexpected: all other
entries in the lower right corner of 2 2 blocks are nonzero multiples of a2: going
upward, these entries are 2a2; ½0;
2a2;
4a2;y .
The special row echelon form of L is
eL ¼
ð1Þ  0  0  0
0 ð1Þ 0  0
ð1Þ 
2a2=b1 0  0
½0 f0g 0
ð1Þ  0
0
ð1Þ
266666666666664
377777777777775
:
Pivot elements are marked ð1Þ: Notice that the pivot element in the second row from
the top is created when the entry to its left is eliminated; the same will happen if the
matrix is continued upward to higher grades, but does not happen in the position
marked f0g; because the entry to its left, ½0; was already zero and did not need to be
eliminated. These are the crucial facts needed for the deduction (below) of (8.9) fromeL: As the steps of normalization are carried out, the entries marked  will change
(because the ai and bj beyond a2 and b1 will change), but this does not affect the
form of eL; so it is not necessary to use the ‘‘growing matrix’’ idea (suggested in the
paragraph after the one containing (4.6)).
Now we use Corollary 12 to compute %F35 ¼ %F25: There is one pivot element in the
ﬁfth band of L˜ corresponding to a variable (namely b2) in grade 2; this is the pivot
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element in the second row of L˜: Therefore %F35 is one-dimensional, and a basis element
is computed by setting b2 ¼ 1 and b1 ¼ 0 (b1 is the other free variable) and
computing a3 from the third row of L˜; the result is a3 ¼ 2a2=b1; giving ð2a2=b1Þu3 þ
w2 as the basis element, in agreement with (8.9) (taking k ¼ 5 and dividing by b1).
Since f0g is not a pivot element, %F34 is zero-dimensional, also in agreement with (8.9).
The remaining calculations from eL will be left to the reader.
The next point to be discussed is the beta-form. The reduced Lie algebra that we
are using decomposes into a direct sum U"W of u-terms and w-terms, and using
(8.3) this allows us to reﬁne the notion of the ‘‘target grade’’ of a generator. Until
now, the target grade of g in v was the lowest grade k of v in which g produces a
nontrivial increment; the increment produced in that grade is pk½g; v; which depends
linearly on g (unlike the increments produced in higher grades). But in this problem
we can say that the generator uj interacting with w0 þ b1w1 þ a2u2 produces linear
increments in both the wjþ1 and ujþ2 terms; that is, uj has target grade j þ 1 in W and
j þ 2 in U : Similarly, wj has target grade j þ 2 in W (and no effect in U). Therefore
we can order the steps of hypernormalization differently from any of the orderings
considered in Sections 4–6 above. Namely, we can ﬁrst use (multiples of) u1 to
eliminate a3 (and modify b2) while producing uncontrolled changes in terms of
higher than target grade in both U and W : Next we can use u3; u4;y to eliminate
a5; a6;y; to all orders, leaving uncontrolled modiﬁcations in b4; b5;y . (Notice that
u2 is not used, since it produces no change in a4:) Finally, we use w2; w3;y to
eliminate b3; b4;y to all orders, making no change in U : This produces the beta
form. Notice that the alpha form can also be achieved in this way, by using u1 (in the
ﬁrst step) to shift b2 to the a3 position rather than the reverse. In fact the calculation
of the alpha form is simpler when done in this way, because only homogeneous
generators are needed.
Notice that the alternatives of the alpha and beta forms do not result from
different style choices, as stated erroneously in [17] on page 287, at least if style
choice is understood as selection of a complement to the removable space. In this
case a different ordering of the steps leads to an actual difference in the removable
spaces, qualifying the usual view that Baider’s theorem (our Lemma 9) implies
uniqueness of the removable spaces.
It would be natural at this point to continue with a study of the hypernormal form
of the Takens–Bogdanov problem, but that would be much too lengthy for this
paper. The history of this problem, studied in great depth in [8], is described in [17],
but no details are given there. Two more recent contributions, [2,11], treat a special
case in an elementary manner. The following questions should be pursued: Do the
methods of this paper allow the problem to be solved without the rescaling (or
regrading) of the problem that has become customary since [8]? How does this
regrading interact with our methods? (For instance, how does the matrix eL change
when the Lie algebra is regraded?) How does the decomposition of vector ﬁelds on
R2 into Eulerian and Hamiltonian (in [8]) compare with the decomposition U"W
discussed above in the case of the single center? Does it yield alternative orderings for
the steps, as U"W does, or alternative forms (like the beta form for the center)?
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9. Matrix perturbations
The next example that we consider is one that has many special features. To
introduce the problem that we actually study, we ﬁrst consider a more general
problem. Let V (temporarily) be the Lie algebra of n  n matrix formal power series
AðeÞ ¼ A0 þ eA1 þ e2A2 þ? ð9:1Þ
graded by the power of e; the bracket is the commutator. In order to use the same
notation as the rest of this paper, (9.1) will be thought of as (1.1), with vj ¼ ejAj : The
spaces Vj are all isomorphic to glðn;RÞ; but the different copies are distinguished by
the presence of ej : Generators gAG; which have the same form as (9.1) but without
the term of grade zero, will be written in the usual notation
g ¼ g1 þ g2 þ? ¼ eB1 þ e2B2 þ?; ð9:2Þ
with each gj ¼ ejBj: The action of a generator on a matrix series is given by
g  v ¼ ead gv ¼ eBðeÞAðeÞe
BðeÞ: ð9:3Þ
(The second equality here is a statement of the fundamental theorem of Lie series,
Theorem 3.2.1 in [17].) Thus to normalize v ¼ AðeÞ is to bring it into simplest form
under similarity with respect to near-identity linear transformations.
Before stating the problem we actually want to solve, notice that if A0 is
semisimple, the classical normal form ev1 of (9.1) can be obtained as in Section 7.
Namely, ad v0 maps each Vj into itself, with Vj ¼ im ad v0"ker ad v0; and taking
C0j ¼ ker ad v0 we obtain a normal form in which each matrix vj commutes with v0:
We now restrict attention to a sub-problem. Namely, redeﬁne V to be the set of
power series (9.1) of real symmetric matrices, with AjAsymðnÞ: This is not a sub-Lie-
algebra (of the original V ), but is closed under the action of the space G of
generators (9.3) that are real and skew-symmetric (BjAonÞ; the Lie algebra of the
orthogonal group). Normalization of elements of V by the action of G does not
exactly ﬁt into the framework of Section 1, since V is not a Lie algebra and G is not a
subset of V ; but all of the machinery still works. (With proper care one could
probably generalize the entire theory of Sections 2–6 to representation spaces V of
suitable graded Lie algebras G:) We will show that hypernormalizing such series is
(essentially) the same as diagonalizing them.
This problem of diagonalizing symmetric matrix series is of course not new; it can
be treated, for instance, by computing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors by
perturbation theory. A treatment by hypernormalization was given in [17, Theorem
3.3.12, pp. 137–139], using somewhat ad hoc techniques including similarities deﬁned
by generators (as above), similarities independent of e (not having generators), and
breaking block-diagonalized matrix series into separate series of blocks. We re-work
the problem here using strictly the techniques described in this paper. Our goal is
to show that hypernormalizing a symmetric series (9.1) using skew symmetric
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generators (9.2) leads to series of the same form (9.1) in which all matrices commute.
Thus we completely avoid the use of similarities that are independent of e: After the
hypernormalization is completed, one such transformation can be used to
diagonalize the series, since commuting symmetric matrices are simultaneously
diagonalizable.
The ﬁrst step is to consider the classical normalization to all orders as in Section 7.
Since v0 is symmetric, it is semisimple, and (as noted above) the classical
normalization can be done if we are working in glðnÞ; but it takes just a little
more work in the current setting (with vjAsymðnÞ and gjAoðnÞ). First notice that
glðnÞ ¼ symðnÞ"oðnÞ; and since v0 is symmetric, ad v0 maps oðnÞ into symðnÞ and
symðnÞ into oðnÞ: Since glðnÞ ¼ im ad v0"ker ad v0; it follows that
symðnÞ ¼ imðad v0joðnÞÞ"ker ðad v0jsymðnÞÞ: ð9:4Þ
The appropriate classical homological equation is
ðad v0Þgj ¼ vj 
 %vj; ð9:5Þ
where %vj is the new vj; this will be solvable with gjAoðnÞ if %vj is the projection of vj
into ker ad v0 deﬁned by (9.4). Therefore the desired classical normalization exists.
We now perform the reduction described in Section 7; rather than call the reduced
space W ; we again re-deﬁne V and G to be spaces of matrix series (9.1) and (9.2) all
of whose terms commute with v0 (symmetric and skew symmetric, respectively).
Working with these spaces V and G; we begin again, using the method of Section
6. Assume, inductively, that vr
1 has form (9.1) with v0;y; vr
1 commuting with
each other; vrþ1 (and all higher terms) commute with v0 only (because of the classical
normalization). Our goal is to make vr commute with all of the previous matrices. In
this example the rather obvious idea is to use a generator gr
1; interacting with v1; to
make vr commute with v1; then to use a generator gr
2 to make vr commute with v2;
choosing gr
2 to commute with v1 so that it does not disrupt the previous substage;
and so forth. We prefer to illustrate the method of Section 6 by determining the
embedded %Fcr : It will turn out that these are exactly the spaces of homogeneous
generators that we have just described on an intuitive basis. In the following v always
denotes vr
1:
The ﬁrst step is to analyze the system of equations deﬁning GjkðvÞ: This analysis
will replace the method of special row echelon forms described in Section 3, in
accordance with the remark at the beginning of that section that ‘‘one may prefer to
use a different methods in a speciﬁc application to take advantage of special
circumstances’’. By (3.1) and the fact that ad v0 vanishes, these equations are
ðad v1Þgj ¼ 0;
ðad v2Þgj þ ðad v1Þgjþ1 ¼ 0; ð9:6Þ
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ðad v3Þgj þ ðad v2Þgjþ1 þ ðad v3Þgjþ2 ¼ 0;
^
ðad vk
j
1Þgj þ?þ ðad v1Þgk
1 ¼ 0: ð9:7Þ
Observe from the ﬁrst equation that gjAker ad v1: Now v1 and v2 commute, and both
are semisimple. It follows that ad v2 respects the splitting deﬁned by the kernel and
image of ad v1; so that ðad v2ÞgjAker ad v1: On the other hand clearly
ðad v1Þgjþ1Aim ad v1: Therefore the two terms of the second equation lie in
complementary subspaces, and each must vanish separately. Next, ad v3 respects
the splittings deﬁned by ad v1 and ad v2; so the terms of the third equation also
vanish separately. (The ﬁrst two terms belong to ker ad v3; so the third term vanishes;
then the ﬁrst term belongs to ker ad v2; so the second term vanishes.) Continuing in
this way, we see that gj þ?þ gkAGjkðvÞ ¼ Gck if and only if each term commutes
with v1;y; vk
j
1 ¼ vc
1: Letting HjkðvÞ ¼ Hck denote the homogeneous generators of
grade j ¼ k 
 c that target grade k in v;
HjkðvÞ ¼ GjkðvÞ-Vj ¼ fgjAVj : ½gj ; vi ¼ 0 for iokg;
we have proved that (in this example)
GjkðvÞ ¼ HjkðvÞ"Hjþ1;kðvÞ"?"Hk
1;kðvÞ"HkkðvÞ: ð9:8Þ
(Of course Hkk ¼ Gkk ¼ Vk:) It follows that the division by pikGi;kþ1 in (2.9) reduces
to division of Hik of (9.8) by Hi;kþ1; that is, for each i ¼ 1;y; k we have
FikðvÞ ¼ HikðvÞ=Hi;kþ1: ð9:9Þ
That is, an embedded copy %FikðvÞ can be obtained by selecting (arbitrarily) a basis for
a complement of Hi;kþ1ðvÞ in Hi;kðvÞ for i ¼ 1;y; r: Stated in words: The simplest set
of generators that can be used for hypernormalizing this problem is obtained by
selecting, for each grade i from 1 to r; a maximal set of linearly independent
homogeneous generators of grade i that actually have an effect on v in grade r (that is,
a basis for a complement of Hi;kþ1ðvÞ in Hi;kðvÞ: Using lag labelling, the spaces
needed for the rth stage of the process are
F cr ðvÞ ¼ Hcr ðvÞ=Hcþ1rþ1 : ð9:10Þ
Of course, choosing homogenous generators is not the only possible choice of
cross-sections for the quotients in this problem, but (whenever possible, as it is here)
it is clearly the simplest. According to the method we are proposing, the computation
of %Fcr is the essential step. The remaining steps are as follows: from %F
c
r to compute R
c
r
(see Corollary 13); then to choose Ccr ; and ﬁnally, to make sure that our choice of
embedding %Fcr is suited to the choice of C
c
r ; and if not, to modify it according to
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Corollary 14. In this example these steps are all simple, and can be left to the reader,
with the following comments. Because the generators are homogeneous, the
generalized homological equation (6.3) contains only a single bracket, and closely
resembles the classical homological equation (9.5) except that ad v0 is replaced by
another ad vi: But in this problem (and this is true only in this problem) all of the
ad vi are semisimple. Therefore the computation of each R
c
r follows the same pattern
as in the ﬁrst stage. The important fact is that Ccr may be taken to be the set of vr that
commute with vr
c;y; vr
1; therefore the goal that we stated in the beginning can be
achieved. Furthermore the homogeneous choice for %Fcr is compatible with this choice
of Ccr and does not need to be modiﬁed.
10. The inner product hypernormal form style
In this section, we restrict our attention to Lie algebras of (actual) vector ﬁelds
vðxÞ ¼ Ax þ v1ðxÞ þ? . It is well known that there exist style choices for classical
normal forms such that the normal form space is the kernel of a differential operator,
for instance the kernel of the Lie derivative ad Ax for the ‘‘inner product normal
form style’’ or adðS þ MÞx for the sl(2) style. (Here A ¼ S þ N is the semisimple/
nilpotent decomposition of A and fN; M; Hg is an sl(2) triad.) These kernels are
spaces of equivariant vector ﬁelds under a suitable group action, and form modules
over a ring of invariants; these rings and modules are describable via their Stanley
decompositions. All of these facts are explained in [17]. It is natural to ask whether
these results carry over in any way to hypernormal forms, and it seems reasonable to
pose the question especially for extended partial hypernormal forms (Section 5),
which are normalized to all orders with respect to a speciﬁc ﬁnite jet. The following
partial results will be presented: There exists an inner product hypernormal form
style for which the hypernormal form space is the kernel of a differential operator,
but it is a higher-order differential operator and not a Lie derivative with respect to a
vector ﬁeld. There are both scalar and vector versions of this operator, but the kernel
of the scalar version is not a ring, and the kernel of the vector version is not a
module. (The module structure of classical normal forms follows from the Leibniz
rule for Lie derivatives of f ðxÞvðxÞ where f and v are scalar and vector ﬁelds,
respectively. The Leibniz rule does not hold for higher-order derivatives.) An
‘‘inﬁnite’’ Stanley decomposition (a generalization of the usual notion of Stanley
decomposition) will be obtained for one example, and it will be clear that in this
example an ordinary ﬁnite Stanley decomposition does not exist. Of course in cases
like the single center example in Section 8, where the normal form space (with respect
to the two-jet) is ﬁnite-dimensional, the Stanley decomposition does exist and
reduces to the vector space basis (with all the coefﬁcient rings reducing to R).
The higher-order differential operator that we construct here is originally due to
Belitskii. I happened to rediscover it shortly before ﬁnding it stated (without proof or
clear reference) in [10], which is a recent survey of Belitskii’s (much earlier) work on
normal forms. I have not been able to locate Belitskii’s proof; the one given here is
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mine, but it can hardly differ much from the original. The inner products that we use
are the same ones used in the classical inner product normal form style [9,10,13,17].
Following the notations of [17], with xm ¼ xm11 ?xmnn ; we write
/xcjxmS ¼ m! ¼ m1!ymn! if c ¼ m;
0 if cam

ð10:1Þ
and extend bilinearly to an inner product on (scalar) polynomials. For polynomial
vector ﬁelds v ¼ v1e1 þ?þ vnen (where ei are the standard unit vectors, and
superscripts are used for components of v since subscripts denote grade) we deﬁne
/v; wS ¼
Xn
i¼1
/vijwiS: ð10:2Þ
The inner product is not deﬁned for formal power series (either scalar or vector),
but we regard two such series to be orthogonal if their truncations at any degree are
orthogonal, or equivalently, if their homogeneous components are orthogonal. Now
the inner product hypernormal form style is deﬁned by (1.12), and it follows at once
from the Fredholm alternative (see [17, Section 2.2]) that the space of vector ﬁelds
orthogonal to im ad w is ker ðad wÞ; where ðad wÞ is the adjoint (in the inner
product sense) to ad w: If w is the r-jet of a vector ﬁeld that is already in inner
product hypernormal form, then the set of vector ﬁelds of the form vrþ1 þ vrþ2 þ
?Aker ðad wÞ will be the space of higher-order terms that are in extended partial
hypernormal form with respect to w: So our task is to compute ðad wÞ: Higher-order
differential operators will be written as
Dm ¼ @
m1
@xm11
?
@mn
@xmnn
and the notations xm
ei and Dm
ei take their obvious meanings (for instance
xm
e1 ¼ xm1
11 xm22 ?xmnn ). If f ðxÞ ¼
P
amx
m is a polynomial then f ðDÞ ¼P amDm:
We begin by computing ðDwÞ; where
ðDwf ÞðxÞ ¼ f 0ðxÞwðxÞ ¼ ðwðxÞ XÞf ðxÞ; ð10:3Þ
that is, Dw is simply the vector ﬁeld w viewed as a differential operator on scalar
functions. It is understood that w is a polynomial vector ﬁeld, although the operators
and their adjoints may be applied to formal power series. (In the applications w is
always a ﬁnite jet of a vector ﬁeld.)
Lemma 15. The adjoint of Dw is given by
ðDwÞ ¼
Xn
k¼1
xkw
kðDÞ:
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That is, to write down ðDwÞ we simply write down Dw and change all differentiations
to multiplications and vice versa, moving the multiplications to the front.
Proof. Since DðuþvÞ ¼ ðDu þDvÞ ¼ Du þDv ; it is enough to compute Dw for vector
monomials w ¼ xmei: Since Dxmei ¼ xm@=@xi; we have Dxmei ¼ ð@=@xiÞ
ðMxmÞ;
where Mg is multiplication by g:
ðMgf ÞðxÞ ¼ gðxÞf ðxÞ: ð10:4Þ
But Mxm ¼ ðMx1Þm1?ðMxnÞmn ; and these multiplications commute, so ðMxmÞ ¼
ðMx1Þm1?ðMxnÞmn : Now, we observe that
Mxj ¼
@
@xj
ð10:5Þ
by directly calculating that /xjxmjxnS and /xmj@xn=@xjS both equal zero unless
mi ¼ ni for iaj and 1þ mj ¼ nj; in which case they both equal n!: Now (10.5) implies
@
@xj
 
¼Mxj :
Together, these results imply
ðDxmeiÞ ¼ xi
@m1
@xm11
?
@mn
@xmnn
: ð10:6Þ
HereMxi is replaced by xi; since it occurs before the derivatives and there can be no
confusion. The lemma follows at once. &
Theorem 16. The adjoint of adw is given by
ðad wÞvðxÞ ¼ w0ðDÞwvðxÞ 
 ðDwÞvðxÞ;
where w denotes transpose, with ðDwÞ computed as in Lemma 15 and applied
componentwise to vðxÞ:
Proof. First observe that
/ðadwÞu; vS ¼ /w0u; vS
/u0w; vS:
Now, we claim that
/w0u; vS ¼ /u; w0ðDÞwvS:
As in the lemma, it is sufﬁcient to prove this for wðxÞ ¼ xmei: In the following
calculations the matrices with only one row or column shown are zero in the other
rows and columns, and the row or column shown is the ith row or column. The
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calculation uses (10.5).
/ðxmeiÞ0u; vS ¼
*
m1x
m
e1 ? mnxm
en
264
375 u1^
un
264
375; v
+
¼
X
j
mjx
m
ej uj
 !
ei; v
* +
¼
X
j
/mjxm
ej ujjviS
¼
X
j
/ujjmjDm
ej viS
¼
*
u;
m1D
m
e1
^
mnD
m
en
264
375vi
+
¼
*
u;
0 ? m1Dm1
e1 ? 0
0 ? ^ ? 0
0 ? mnDm
en ? 0
264
375v
+
¼/u; w0ðDÞwvS:
On the other hand
/u0w; vS ¼
*
Dwu
1
^
Dwu
n
264
375; w
+
¼/u1jDwv1Sþ?þ/unjDwvnS
¼/u;DwvS;
where in the last line, Dw is understood to be applied componentwise to v: &
As an example, let w be the purely quadratic vector ﬁeld wðx; yÞ ¼ ðxy; 0Þ on R2:
Here Lemmas 15 and 16 become
ðDwÞ ¼ x @
2
@x@y
and
ðad wÞ f
g
 
¼ fy 
 xfxy
fx 
 xgxy
 
respectively. The analog of the ‘‘invariants’’ of classical normal form theory would
be ker ðDwÞ (but now these are not actually invariants of a group action); these
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consist exactly of the functions (polynomial or formal power series) of the form
jðxÞ þ cðyÞ: In other words,
ker ðDwÞ ¼ R½x"R½y;
which is not a ring but a direct sum of two rings; this expression is also a Stanley
decomposition (with both Stanley basis elements equal to 1). It is not hard to check
that the ‘‘equivariants’’ (elements of ker ðad wÞ) in each grade kX2 are spanned by
0
xkþ1
 
;
0
ykþ1
 
;
kxkþ1
ðk þ 1Þxky
" #
: ð10:7Þ
That is, an ‘‘inﬁnite Stanley decomposition’’ is given by
ker ðad wÞ ¼ R½x 0
x3
 
"R½y 0
y3
 
"
MN
k¼3
R
kxkþ1
ðk þ 1Þxky
" # !
:
Notice that the coefﬁcient rings R½x; R½y; and R are subrings of kerDw (abusing the
word subring slightly since this kernel is not itself a ring). We conjecture that in
general, ker ðad wÞ has a (possibly inﬁnite) Stanley decomposition in which the
coefﬁcient rings are subrings (in this sense) of kerDw:
The same results can be obtained by the methods of earlier sections as follows.
First, observe that all generators affecting grade k will be homogeneous of grade
k 
 1; that is, we may conﬁne ourselves to F1k : Now ad w applied to ðxiyj; 0Þ and
ð0; xiyjÞ yield, respectively, ð1
 iÞðxiyjþ1; 0Þ and ðxðiþ1Þyj ;
ixiyjþ1Þ: Notice that in
the ﬁrst case, when i ¼ 1 the result is the zero vector; the remaining vectors of grade
k (with i þ j ¼ k) are linearly independent. It follows that the removable space in
grade k is spanned by ðxky; 0Þ; ðxk
1y2; 0Þ;y; ðx2yk
1Þ; omitting ðxyk; 0Þ; and
continuing with ðykþ1; 0Þ and all of ðxkþ1;
kxkyÞ; ðxky;
ðk 
 1ÞyÞ;y; ðxyk; 0Þ: The
codimension of this space (for each k) is 3, and vectors (10.7) span an orthogonal
complement (as well as being orthogonal to each other).
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